
llustrator and Graphic Designer 



Kinderschnitzel
Wicked Witch Boardgame

The Case
Kinderschnitzel is a board game that twists the classic fairy tale and makes the players 
wicked witches living in the enchanted forest. Though the goal of the game  
is to lure children to your cauldron, this game is more cartoonishly spooky 
than gruesome, remaining totally family-friendly.

My Solution
I combine a dark backdrop with bursts of color to convey that this game is both eerie and 
fun. The bold contrasts also make the packaging visible when stacked between other  
boxes. The candy colors of the illustrations and Germanic-font also fit the classic  
story-book feel and provide a sense of excitement and fun.

Digital Illustration, Packaging Design, Branding



Kinderschnitzel (logotype, packaging)



Kinderschnitzel (packaging flats, game cards, game token)



Bower Bird’s Blue Book
Picture Book

The Case
A picture book about a bird who wants to paint everything blue needs illustrations to  
accompany the playful verses written for it. A cover is also needed for this fun, silly story.

My Solution
I design a round, bouncy version of a bower bird whose dark plumage stands out against 
the light greens and yellows of the environments it explores. The warm tones of the settings 
also serve to make the cool blue hues pop as the bird splatters everything in paint. I give 
the world  watercolor textures to emulate the theme of painting and use changing,  dynamic 
layouts to emphasize the bird’s movment and effort to paint everything blue.

Layout, Digital Illustration, Typography



Bower Bird’s Blue Book (book, cover flats)



Bower Bird’s Blue Book (illustration spreads)



Clever Girls
Jurassic Dodgeball Team

The Case
A dodgeball team is advancing to national-level competitions and wants to enhance their 
team brand. As they gain a larger fanbase, they want to create merchandise and events to 
support themselves and the greater dodgeball community.

My Solution
A fun, campy logo matches the sensibility of the team name. I add another sassy layer by 
using a popular emoji as a starting point. I make their corresponding merchandise easily 
recognizable and create a tournament flyer that is eye-catching, funny, and exciting.

Photo editing, Logo Design, Digital Illustration



Clever Girls (logotype, merchandise mock-up)



Clever Girls (logotype variant, window poster)



Neo Gaea
DIY Herbal Teas

The Case
A company wants to start a line of “DIY Teas and Produce,” in which sets of seeds, soils, 
and care instructions enables the most inexperienced gardener grow their own  
comestibles without the need of a full garden. The packing should be attention-grabbing 
and make the experience of gardening seem fun, easy, and rewarding.

My Solution
A cute, approachable mascot whose druidic details convey a sense of holistic, new-age 
healthy living. I use fresh pastel colors to paint an easy, relaxing vibe; I base the care 
guide on visual instructions, to make the gardening process as simple
and universally understandable as possible.

Digital Illustration, Packaging Design, Infographics



Neo Gaea (logotype, packaging)



Neo Gaea (packaging flats - seed packet, tea box)



Neo Gaea (logo, infographic)



Homecoming Show
Drag Show Promotional Material

The Case
The Homecoming Show is a debaucherous mix of stand-up comedy and lip-sync routines 
hosted by a local drag queen. She needs posters for the event, featuring herself and 
the guest performers in a cartoon style.

My Solution
Each piece fits the theme of the corresponding show, while the vibrant, cartoon sensibility 
is retained throughout. This reflects the excitement and energy of the shows themselves. 
I include abbreviated versions in different dimensions, that can be used across different 
social media platforms, always making sure the host is the focal point. 

Digital Illustration, Layout



Homecoming Show (window poster, poster variant, individual figures)



Homecoming Show (window posters, social media variants)



Broadway Fanatic
Podcast Brand Identity

The Case
A new podcast taking an inside look at Broadway shows needs a logotype it can use for 
its title card and profile thumbnails. It also needs credit pages created in the same style.

My Solution
I create a logotype based on tradtional broadway marquis and give it bold colors to pop 
against dark backgrounds. It can be used on plain black, as in the pofile thumbnails 
I mocked, or on top of an image of dim theater lights glowing in similar hues, as in the 
title card. I use the marquis font for the start of the credits, but switch to the secondary 
fonts for the rest, so the flashiness of it doesn’t overwhelm.

Layout, Logo Design, Typography



Broadway Fanatic (logotype, title card, profile mock-ups)



Broadway Fanatic (credit sequence images)



Generation Q
LGBTQ+ Youth Outreach

The Case
Generation Q is a nonprofit that seeks to build community and provide basic health 
services for LGBTQ+ youth in New York City, including counseling and classes on sexual 
safety. For the launch of a new operation in Queens, they want an updated logo that 
is vibrant and portrays a safe, inclusive space. 

My Solution
I base their new logo on the traditional rainbow colors, creating a prism that bursts into 
an image of a skyline. I use vibrant, neon hues to exude a young, fun feeling, and contin-
ued using these hues throughout the other pieces. I make the business cards  
monochromatic, based on the colors from the logo,  
to keep printing costs low for this nonprofit.

Photo editing, Layout, Logo Design



Generation Q (logotype, window poster)



Generation Q (logotype variant, business cards)



Legal Resources
Rebranded Books and Reports

The Case
This company needs updated book covers to fit their new Swiss style. They also need a 
way to communicate a wide array of sales performance data to employees in a clear and 
easily understandable manner.

My Solution
I use elements of the Swiss style for the covers, but then develope a unique visual identity 
for each book. I make sure to include easily changeable color elements in both, so that 
future editions can be altered to stand out from their predecessors. I also use the colors 
and fonts from the company’s new brand in the infographic reports. I employ my  
knowledge of Excel and data analysis to construct automated reports that compound 
sales information daily, and display them in legible metrics.

Layout, Infographics, Cover Design 



Legal Resources (book covers, flats)



Legal Resources (infographic)

All titles and sales figures are fictionalized



The Ashcopse Inn
Haunted Boutique Hotel

The Case
The Ashcopse Inn provides a niche immersive experience in which patrons can book 
rooms in a supposedly haunted hotel, then unearth the mystery and scares of the past 
while they enjoy luxury accommodations. The hotel wants promotional materials that 
explain their paranormal story as elegantly as possible,  
as to not come across as a tacky funhouse. 

My Solution
Aside from the scarlet, I use muted neutrals to keep the supernatural elements from 
taking everything over the top. The limited use of color combined with traditional fonts 
lends an air of antiquity that hints at the inn’s ghostly reputation. The imagery focuses 
more on the amenities and trendiness of the hotel itself – the sparse details
of its eerie history add to its mysteriousness.

Logo Design, Layout, Photo Editing



The Ashcopse Inn (logotype, brochure, postcard, merchandise)



The Ashcopse Inn (brochure flats)



The Ashcopse Inn (logo, postcard flats)



Thank you
for taking the time to view my portfolio.


